
 
 PMB Notes of meeting 9/5/12  

Workshop 16: CIL Progress update  
Present: Cllr Ric Pallister, Cllr Tim Carroll, Cllr Sue Steele, Cllr Peter Seib  
Officers: Martin Woods, Jean Marshall, Andy Foyne, Rina Singh, Dave Norris, Helen 
Rutter,  
1. Overview of Preliminary Draft Charging Schedule (PDCS)  

PDCS consultation responses described by JHM/MW, correcting number of 
responses to 33. .  
Discussion followed regarding options and need for further work to support the 
next consultation on the Draft Charging Schedule (DCS)  

 
Members suggested SSDC could go for 2 stage introduction of CIL Evidence base 
suggests £150 is correct, though possibly up to the margins of viability so need to do 
some further analysis and get independent view of the comments made in particular 
those relating to the assumptions underpinning the evidence base.  
The Intention is to bring back to PMB with options after carrying out further review of 
evidence.  
Members discussed issues of land value where already bought, particularly raised by 
smaller builders and in rural areas where price paid hasn’t reflected CIL.  
The relative contributions and playoff between S106 contributions and CIL were 
discussed Such options need to be considered as affordable housing will be the thing 
most affected is rate is set too high and development doesn’t come forward.  
It was agreed that the next stage would be to check the specifics of the assumptions 
made and be able to justify the levels being set, ensuring that whatever level chosen 
is not preventing development coming forward.  
Two areas to concentrate on – valuation evidence and ‘soft evidence’ such as SHMA 
data, development/build rates.  
PMB AGREED: further information of viability evidence testing needs to be done and 
options brought back with particular need to consider:  
�. Rural v urban split  
�. Flat rate v variable rate  
�. East v west of district  
 

Need also to check what cost to the developer affordable housing was put at.  
1. Project plan  
 

Agreed working plan of action. Suggest add task of comparing viability data 
assumptions to other nearby Districts. Need also to clarify what big sites were 
used to determine the notional sites in evidence base.  
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1. Risks  
 

Explained risks identified to date and not yet scored through TEN.  
PMB AGREED: communication strategy crucial  
PMB recognised that IDP and infrastructure list will need to be updated and that 
both IDP and CIL will need to be regularly reviewed. JHM explained that whole 
process needed to be gone through again whenever any proposed changes to 
CIL rates are made. Suggest every 2 years although initial review might be 
quicker as monitoring of development industry will be important. Some concern 
that developers might just hold land back to see if CIL goes away like previous 
land taxes have.  
4. AOB  
Initial communications work outlined – FAQs going on web together with issues 
raised from consultation and revision of key dates  
Reminder that Thomas Lister work already cross checked assumptions by 
Baker/Tym consultants.  
Next meeting 23/7  
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